To begin to make sense of this dynamism, consider how tenuous for young children is the line between real and imaginary worlds, a tenuousness reported by developmental psychologists (e.g., Franklin, 1983; Piaget & Inhelder, 1969; Werner, 1957) , scholars of children's response to stories (e.g., Applebee, 1978) , and observant teachers (e.g., Paley, 1980 )--and a tenuousness that can be attested to by anyone who lives daily with a child. Cinderella and Prince Charming may really have lived many years ago, but, as six-year-old Jesse once exclaimed about a present-time prince, "Prince Charles don't even exist." How about Santa Claus-does he really live at the North Pole? Does he live with Eskimos? Do Eskimos have igloos? If they once did, do they now? Time past and time imagined blur. Sometimes, for reasons both cultural and developmental, it is not so easy for children to distinguish between a verbal lie, a verbal mistake, and a verbal imaginary world. 1 These precarious boundaries exist for all who compose or read fictional worlds. As many literary theorists suggest, the particulars of once-upon-a-time worlds--the one days when something happened to somebody--may be fictional, but they capture the very real if intangible world--often the affective world--that allows common ground for writers and readers (see discussion in Bruner, 1986 ). Both writers and readers must consistently acknowledge and respect the permeable boundary between the real and the imaginary, or readers might reject an author's premises and close the book, as negotiations break down. So story language does not only serve to represent an imaginary world--it also serves evaluative and social functions. The particularities of those represented imaginary worlds serve to evaluate--to make some point about--the timeless qualities of real human experience and thus to engage writers and readers socially. Story language mediates between the real and the imaginary, between the writer and the reader.
In the early school years, though, child composers may find writing less central to their social and emotional lives than the more accessible symbolic media of drawing or talk (Dyson, 1989) . And any evaluative points they wish to make may be made quite bluntly indeed. An imagined person or event worth commenting on--because it is likeable, detestable, funny, or sad--is apt to be labeled as just that. Litanies of "I like" statements comprising first graders' written texts are familiar to many a primary teacher.
Child composers gradually develop the discourse devices that allow their readers to, in Rosenblatt's (1982) sense, enter into and aesthetically live through a "once-upon-a-time" experience from the author's perspective (Dixon & Stratta, 1986) . Composers complicate both narrative structure and syntactic complexity as they highlight the perceived quality of events by portraying their details, and it is these details that bring authors and audience together in an imagined and emotionally felt place. Many of the discourse strategies oral storytellers use to reveal evaluations of personal experience (Labov, 1972; Labov & Waletsky, 1967) are used too by fictional story writers (Tannen, 1988) . For example, story creators may intensify the characteristics of people and actions (e.g., through attributive adjectives), manipulate time (e.g., through progressive verbs, adverbial clauses), or compare the reported events to those possible (e.g., through negative statements about what did not occur).
To understand the social roots of such literary developments, Vygotskian-inspired scholars stress the interaction between adults and children; the young are guided by their elders in the use of discourse forms they will eventually use on their own (Vygotsky, 1978 ; for a discussion of these approaches, see Teale, 1984) . The current essay, also focused on the social nature of children's literacy growth, stresses that children do not develop a literary perspective only by using alone language forms used with adults. Rather, children's developing ability to deliberately structure dramas inside text boundaries is related to their developing sense of how stories function in the social dramas they enact outside those boundaries. And, for Margaret's children, these dramas were the stuff of their daily lives together in school. That is, the children came to see how the details of stories--these potential "lies"--could be deliberately manipulated for evaluative and social purposes.
The Setting and Characters
During a longitudinal study in Margaret's classroom, I observed as children discovered the multifunctional nature of stories. Margaret's classroom was in an urban primary school, a magnet school that drew children from across an ethnically and socially diverse district. Margaret taught all the children in the primary school language arts, and they all--kindergartners through third graders-had journals in which they drew and wrote, and, in the kindergarten, dictated. And, while Margaret did allow the children opportunities to formally share their writing, she also allowed them ongoing access to one another during journal time--she allowed them to talk. And it is this talk inspired by, influenced by, but not managed by, Margaret that I focus on here. For it was through this talk that the children learned of the dynamic role of stories in ongoing human relationships. (For a discussion of Margaret's instructional style, see Dyson, 1989.) In Margaret's classroom, "Once-upon-a-time" was initially a routine. And children's early story writing did serve primarily to represent an imaginary world or to comment on a world represented in their pictures (Dyson, 1988 (Dyson, , 1989 ; indeed, in the opening anecdote, Margaret was concerned about just these textual comments on pictures--the children's "This-is-a's." And yet, the children's drawing and its surrounding talk could serve social, evaluative, and even expository functions. Children might, for example, engage in dramatic play with their friends during drawing, or they might argue about the niceness or, indeed, the sensibleness of each other's pictures or oral stories. Talk about writing, on the other hand, tended to be about spelling and other mechanical features, like length.
But, in time, the content-related talk surrounding drawing began to surround writing as well. The children's very vocal struggle with spelling (a struggle that typically involved much rereading of text) often captured others' attention. As peers responded both. playfully and critically to the content of their texts (to what they were reading), the children began to sense writing's social and evaluative possibilities. This sensing of new possibilities led children to extend and to analyze their discourse forms--to, in Vygotsky's (1962) terms, deliberately grapple with the "web of meaning" constructed through writing--so that they could make some point, engage someone's attention. in a particular way. There was, then, a dialectical relationship between function and form (Vygotksy, 1978) , a relationship much more dynamic than the static one captured in that oft-repeated phrase "function before form."
In the following pages, I illustrate one child's developing grasp of the multifunctionality of stories--and, particularly, her use of "once-upon-a-time," one modest marker and catalyst of her growth. This child, Mitzi, was one of the eight case study children I closely studied in Margaret's classroom over a two-year time period. Mitzi is in no way "representative" of the group of children--all of whom had unique ways of composing and interacting. Dyson, 1988 Dyson, , 1989 , I concentrate here on the evolution of "once-upon-a-time" in Mitzi's writing.)
The Case History
Mitzi was a tall, thin child with a low, soft voice and a straightforward manner. Throughout the years of the project, her talk revealed her involvement with her friends and her family--her worries and curiosities about her good friends Sonia, Jenni, and Bessie, her ambivalent feelings about her little brother, her strong if at times defiant attachment to her mother.
The First Grade
In the first grade, though, Mitzi's social life surrounded but was not mediated by her written texts, nor was it mediated by her drawings (which was unusual for Margaret's room). Mitzi's fast-paced formulaic approach to the journal activity did not allow others easy entry into her efforts. In fact, Mitzi's journal entries seemed to serve simulated story functions: they displayed interactions between "I's" and "you's" and included evaluative comments, but the stories themselves were seldom anchored in any observable way to her ongoing social life.
Mitzi began each entry by drawing some combination of little girls, rainbows, clouds, and hearts. Since these were the things she liked to draw, these were the things she wrote about. Mitzi did not begin her texts with "This-is-a"; she used "Once-upon-a-time" instead. So most of her texts began with a variation of "Once-upon-a-time," followed by a label for a drawn figure, and then a proclamation of affection or its lack, as in the following examples:
Once there was a cowboy. I hated the cowboy a lot. These texts are simple statements of existence and affection, as were 18 of Mitzi's 22 collected first grade stories. For the other four texts, she at least hinted at a specific happening. These texts began differently, with "Once" or "One day," as in One day I saw all the firecrackers in the world. I like them all. And I like Bessie too.
In the first grade, Mitzi never combined "Once-upon-a-time" and "One-day"--she never used particular happenings to flesh out a "Once-upon-a-time" world. Nor did she seem to use the content of these stories to deliberately engage others in her social world. However, the mechanics of her story production--and, particularly, the quickness with which she could produce these stories--certainly did impress her friends. Margaret, however, was less pleased; she wished Mitzi would "think" about her story.
But, during journal time--and especially while engaged in the more comfortable task of drawing--Mitzi did use the content of stories to engage her friends, stories that engaged others by highlighting her feelings about her real world through exaggerations (fictionalizations) of their details. These stories, though, were oral stories that flowed from the ongoing social activity--the ongoing talk. So, spontaneously--unreflectively--Mitzi did make use of the multiple functions of stories. Interestingly, her oral stories could begin, as did her written ones, with statements of existence and affection--but these emotional statements were pushed into specifics by her inquisitive peers. Listen to the following example:
The children are working on their journal entries. Mitzi is working on an entry about a pictured little girl under a rainbow. As they work, Margaret worries periodically about whether or not the children "are writing or talking." And indeed, the children are talking. Their conversation has taken many turns, but it has settled on the topic of "fatness." The topic began when Jake claimed to have seen Mitzi's mother, who, he said, was fat. Sonia, who is herself a bit plump, jumped in to defend Mitzi's mother; Sonia explained that Mitzi's mother had just had a baby. "The fatness hasn't went away yet," said Mitzi. Then Sonia started a long episode about whether or not everybody is a "little bit chubby": "If no one was tubby at ALL then they would die but they have some--if you weren't chubby, Mitzi, you would be dead." Mitzi is not the least bit chubby. She disagrees with Sonia and then begins this story:
I know someone who's fat. Now if Mitzi were writing, this segment of talk could indeed be her text. Rather than "I know," "Once there was someone who was fat. She is my mom's good friend. I hate her." But Mitzi went on to flesh out these feelings with specifics, encouraged by her very interested audience. These specifics, however, seemed questionable--and they gave rise to interactive--to peer group--reflections on the nature of the experienced world. So the conversation continued:
Mitzi:
Once I had to go to her work. I had to work for her. On a couch? A couch is that expensive?
Mitzi: Yeah. But we gave it away because we needed room for my brother's crib.
Sonia: I thought so.
Manuel: That makes sense.
The developmental question of interest, then, is: How will Mitzi's written stories, like her oral ones, become avenues for social interaction and for reflection on, if not documentation of, real life? .From a Vygotskian point of view, the grasping of a new function--a new meaning--is established in social situations (Vygotsky, 1978 ). Mitzi's written stories, then, will evolve new functions as they are invested with new social energy. And in this classroom, this new social energy will come from the children themselves. That is, it will come from the reactions Mitzi's written texts elicit from her friends, reactions that--like the reactions to her oral stories--reflect the peer group's evolving notions of reasonable, engaging, satisfying stories.
A quick story about a rainbow or a generic little girl would not be likely to engender an intense response from one's peers. But substitute the names of friends or family members and then even formulaic stories have the capacity to elicit involvement. And so it happened with Mitzi.
Into her formulaic "once-upon-a-time" stories began to appear the names of her real-world peers and references to her mother. (Recall, for example, the "I like Bessie" in Mitzi's firecracker story [see p. 6]). These specific references indeed gave rise to reactions, particularly when reread during the course of encoding. And the reactions served both to begin to separate the text from the picture--to make the content of the text a legitimate object of attention, a focal point for reflection--and to invest it with new functional meanings.
A particularly interesting example of this process occurs with Mitzi and the witch story. In this event, Mitzi labored intensively as she drew a "mean-looking witch." (See Figure l. ) She was quite pleased with the result, remarking that this was her all-time "favorite story." She then began to write:
Once there was a witch. She is my mom.
Jenni and Bessie, who are sitting nearby, attend to Mitzi's rereading of her story:
I have a witch mother. At this point, Mitzi draws a conversation bubble next to her drawn witch and writes:
I am bad.
(At this point, the reader may begin to wonder who exactly the witch is now. Mitzi herself?)
In this event, Mitzi's apparently imaginary text led her friend Jenni to tell about a specific occurrence in her real world--"my mother's a friend of a witch"--and led both of her friends to pass judgement on Mitzi's own goodness. Her friends thus highlighted for her the tensions inherent in the story--and in any story--those between the real world and the story world, and between the writer and the readers. Mitzi's making her mother a witch conflicted with loving her mother--and made Mitzi's readers (her friends) uncomfortable. Thus her friends infused her apparently formulaic text with social and evaluative meanings, and they thereby demonstrated for Mitzi that her actions as a writer affected and reflected her relationships with others. Despite Mitzi's consistent combining of "once-there-was" openings, fictional statements, and references to apparently real and present-time others, she herself sometimes objected to the truth quality of other children's journal entries. Indeed, she accused Jake of "lying" in his story when he wrote about seeing a jet shoot the sun. In the second grade, though, Mitzi would become increasingly concerned about her own lying in stories: 
The Second Grade
When Mitzi returned to Margaret's classroom in the second grade, the old themes--liking and hating, mothers, friends, and baby brothers--again appeared in her journal and out of it. She did not need to begin writing with the more concrete process of drawing. In her early second-grade texts, she tended to go directly to these significant others, no longer drawing rainbows or girls before writing. Her "once-upon-a-times" were followed by references to herself, friends, and family members. Too, she seemed to want to avoid "lying" in her stories.
For one of her first second-grade texts, Mitzi again wrote a piece about a witch. Mitzi put both herself and her friend Jenni into this witch story. In fact, Jenni was the witch. In this witch story, however, Mitzi made sure that there was a sensible context for the known witch. Her text reported a "true dream."
Mitzi is sitting beside Jenni. She has already written:
Me and My Dream I had a dream and My dream was a BiG NiGhtMare and This is My NiGhtMare. Once there was a boy.
Mitzi now turns to Jenni:
Now this is going to be a true dream. … This is a nightmare I once had and the girl was you.
Jenni: Yeah?
Mitzi: And you really hated me.
Jenni:
No wonder it's a nightmare.
Here is Mitzi's completed story:
I had a dream and My dream was a BiG NiGhtMare. and This is My NightMare.
Once there was a Girl and her name was Jenni and she hated Me. But I do not know why. and she had a magic bulb. her bulb was a very powerful bulb. It was so powerful it turned Me into a Powerful bulb and now she has Two Powerfull Bulbs. The one that is Me is even Powerfuller than the other one. The End.
As soon as she finishes that text, Mitzi turns to Jenni:
OK, want me to read this to you? It's very funny.
In her accompanying picture (see Figure 2) , Mitzi was even more fanciful than she was in her text, pressing the dream closer, perhaps, to a lie. In the text, Jenni is simply Jenni with a magical bulb; in the picture, Jenni has witch-like nose and hands and is saying "He, He, He"; the bulbs look like crystal balls.
"That's not very nice," said Jenni in response to Mitzi's entry. But this time Mitzi was prepared, "But this is my nightmare!" In order to meld the imaginary and the real in more comfortable ways without the use of dreams or magic (another popular element of second grade stories in this class), authors contextualize the essence of a real experience in an imaginary one. And, as suggested by her dream text, Mitzi was beginning to do this; strong emotions were not only stated, but were also embedded in the dream. (The Jenni-who-hated-her turned her into a bulb.) Yet, Mitzi seemed increasingly uncomfortable with the tension between the imaginary and the real, perhaps because of her use of real-world characters. For two months, she abandoned written imaginary worlds--although she did not abandon "once-upon-a-time."
For example, consider the following two texts, the first written in the first grade, the next, in the second grade:
Once There was a girl. I like the girl. I Hate the Girls Brother a Lot. The End.
Me and My BaBy Brother
Once upon a time there was a girl which is Me. I had a little brother. My brother is very bad some times. Some times I love him but not always. The End.
Mitzi's first and second grade texts are very similar. But in the second grade, it is not any girl whom she likes and whose brother she hates. She herself is the girl, and her own brother is the object of her wavering affections. Her text captures her theme of the ambivalence of love, but her picture, drawn after her text, particularizes that psychic truth into a time and place. Indeed, she provided space for her character's own voice: her brother, in his crib, is crying for time from that most valued other--Mommy (see Figure 3) . Of course, to create a fictional written world, it is those particularities which must not only find their way into words but which must also take on new identities and, ultimately, create their own dynamics, their own story, reflecting the complexity of human relationships. . Sometimes Mitzi's texts in this real-world period contained particularities-"one days"--but not "once-upon-a-times." For example, after her brother-in-the-crib story, she wrote a piece about a fun day:
Me and My Mom and
One day me and mom and * went for a walk. It was fun because my brother Was not with us. We went to San francisco Zoo. (*Mitzi had erased "dad" from here as she remembered that he had not gone.) Soon, though, Mitzi began to put "once upon a time" and "one day" together. That is, she began to use the language routines of story writers (and tellers) to clearly negotiate movement between "once-upon-a-time" states of being and the "one-day" particular actions that energized those states, a movement she first made, in school, in social talk with her friends. And, in fact, it seemed to be her friend Jenni who inspired such a textual move. In her very next text after that of the "walk," Mitzi included both the indefinite "Once-upon-a-time" and a more definite "once." This text was about cats, the favorite conversational, and the favorite written, topic of her friend Jenni:
Cat's by Mitzi
Once there Was a gang of cat's that was Mean. I hate those cat's. Once one of them almost killed Me. It was so scary I almost fainted. My MoM came Tuning out side, and she almost fainted too. The End As soon as she finished writing, Mitzi turned to Jenni: "Jenni, you're gonna like this one." Given Jenni's attraction to cats--and Mitzi's attraction to Jenni--Mitzi was justifiably confident that Jenni would enjoy hearing of the particularities of her cat experience. In fact, in the second grade Mitzi incorporated both general statements (i.e., statements of affection and existence) and specific occurrences (i.e., events) in a third of her journal entries (see Table 1 ).
Although Mitzi's gang-of-cats story was supposedly true, it seemed exaggerated. And Mitzi's picture was not entirely realistic--her mother and she are dressed in costumes from the "once-upon-a-time" past. Her mother is saying, "That was a close one," as she and Mitzi look at three quite innocent-looking cats. (See Figure 4. ) Still, Mitzi seemed to be in temporary retreat from her grappling with the textual connection between real relationships and inspired imaginary ones. But Mitzi could not long avoid this issue. After two months of writing apparently true stories--and talking about Jenni's lies with her,time" and "once" to structurally differentiate and resolve the relationship between qualities of existence and particularities of events, she began to deliberately manipulate the openings of her text and to comment on the relationship between the real and the imaginary. Mitzi's return to written imaginary worlds--and her first deliberately marked textual "lie"--seemed related to an upsetting classroom event.
The children had been working hard on a surprise book for Rebecca, the retiring reading teacher. The book was a secret--until first Alexander and, then, Rachel told Rebecca about the coming surprise:
On this day, Mitzi, Jenni, and Jenni's twin Ian are discussing the telling of the secret:
Ian: Rachel knew that Alexander told, so she told her, Rebecca, and she already knew that Rebecca knew. Mitzi:
Mm mmm. But she knew that they were gonna get Rebecca to not know that--she knew that they were gonna get her to not know that, the real surprise.
Ian: I hate Alexander for what he did.
Mitzi: I hate Rachel for doing it, cause she did it too.
This theme of -secrets and their potential betrayal appeared in Mitzi's piece, entitled "How My Life Was." The story featured Mitzi and a twin sister (as noted above, in real life, her friend Jenni had a twin brother--Mitzi herself had only one brother, the infamous "baby"). This twin sister seemed to be intent on repeating Alexander's and Rachel's misdeed:
How My Life Was I said to my sister one day that I was going to run away. My sister screamed, "Oh no." My mother and father ran down the stairs. "What happened" they said. My sister was beginning to say that I was going to run away When I ran across the room and covered her Mouth. The End.
So Mitzi was no longer retreating from imaginative texts. But this text did not begin with a variation of "Once upon a time." Above the piece, though, in small letters, Mitzi had written "not true." Perhaps she anticipated some objection from her peers about the truthfulness of the reported "one day," particularly since everyone knew that she did not have a sister. That is, perhaps she wanted her peers to know that she wasn't trying to tell a lie.
Mitzi's "one day" was fleshed out in a more elaborate way than in any of her previous texts. She was not simply representing an imaginary world, nor was she reporting a personal experience or commenting on a picture. As in the case histories of other children, Mitzi deliberately entered her imagined world, drawing upon her own experiences to become an actor in words just as she was an actor in the home center (for a general analysis of the case study children's use of differing stances, see Dyson, 1988) . And, as in the home center, her friends seemed to be in this world with her, in the guise of "her sister," and Mitzi directed their play from her knowing vantage point.
Not only was there no "once upon a time" in Mitzi's "secret" text, there also was no bold statement like "I hate her for almost doing that." The evaluation was now in the very grammar of her text. That is, as Mitzi played out the scene, her negative evaluation unfolded grammatically; she slowed down the narrative's pace with a progressive verb--"My sister was beginning to say"--and then added an adverbial clause to depict her own quick action in this frozen moment--"when I ran across the room and covered her mouth." Indeed, Mitzi's text pictures the event, including the affective quality of that event, much more vividly than the picture itself, which is of quite a peaceful scene--she and her sister sitting sweetly on the couch, as her parents stand nearby. (See Figure 5 .) It is not that her choice of grammatical structures was deliberate--but that her acting through the scene was; she was engaged in "the deliberate structuring of the web of meaning" (Vygotsky, 1962, p. 100) .
Mitzi continued for the next month to mark her imaginative stories "not true." Nonetheless, she was now both more flexible and more conventional about openings and about her texts in general. She began her imaginative texts in varied ways and, also, consistently wrote them in past tense. Further, she no longer began true written texts about friends or family with "once there was."
At the end of the second grade, then, Mitzi seemed aware that imaginary worlds conveyed some essence of the real world--a person with secrets could be vulnerable in both sorts of worlds. Moreover, through a fictionalized world, Mitzi knew she could deliberately take action in her ongoing social world. Thus, she made connections with others in more complex ways than, for instance, writing "I like you." Incorporating a peer as a character in her story, revealing the thoughts and feelings of her characters, or choosing a topic well-liked by another were all ways of reaching out to friends. The particularities of imaginary worlds could both distance one from the real world and bring self and others closer together within it. 
The Developmental Dialectic between Function and Form
Why did these changes in Mitzi's storying come about? In our attempts to answer this question about the work of many young children, we have tended to concentrate on the development of structure--and we have left out the human drama being manipulated within and outside of that structure. And thus the developmental drama itself has been oversimplified. In this essay, through the analysis of Mitzi's case history, *I have offered a reconsideration of how children gain control of story forms, of the function of story forms in children's lives, and, more broadly, of the nature of the developmental relationship between form and function.
To begin, then, how do children acquire story language? Children may initially "learn" discourse features because they have been read to and because they have read books with adults. And, as earlier noted, Vygotskian-inspired scholars have emphasized the interaction between adult and child in such learning. And yet there can be no true interaction--no dialogue--between adult and child if all the knowledge is seen in the mind of the adult, while the child is viewed as nly coming to know. Vygotsky (1962 Vygotsky ( , 1978 himself portrayed children as knowing too; their knowing is gradually transformed--developed. So children must analyze the discourse features they "learn" from others and incorporate them into their evolving understanding of what it means to compose a story, just as they gradually analyze and reconstruct most features of their language into an increasingly more useful, powerful system (Lindfors, 1987) .
Thus, in the presented case history, Mitzi's discourse stories evolved, as their basic structure was repeated and, over time, varied. Her "once-upon-a-times" initially framed her likes and hates, while "one-days" framed particular events. Gradually, "once-upon-a-time" and "one-day" became manipulable boundary setters Mitzi could use to negotiate between qualities of existence and feeling and details of events. This process of structural pattern and variation, one observed in many areas of symbol development (Smith, 1983) , may have helped Mitzi to consolidate her discourse actions--experience control over them--and thus form a basis for further development, that is, for the reorganization of her actions.
Yet, just as a focus on adults' socialization of children into a literary perspective can lead to a deemphasis of children's own active sense-making, a focus on the transformations of children's text structures (e.g., Bartlett, 1981) can lead to a deemphasis of the social activity stimulating and guiding this sense-making. For, as Mitzi illustrated, changes in children's story composing are interrelated with changes in their conceptions of the functions fulfilled by those stories. That is, discourse features, like "once upon a time" and "one day," may become subject to and catalysts of children's deliberations about the nature of text worlds, the relationship of textual to lived worlds, and their own role in these worlds. And, for school children, the lived worlds of importance certainly include those they share with their friends.
We come, then, to the second question of concern here; that is, what functions in children's lives do their own written stories serve? In Mitzi's case, as in those of her closely observed peers, child written stories served representative functions, but they were not initially used to mediate relationships with others. Peer interaction and reflection about their lives together happened around the writing, cued in some cases by pictures--but not spontaneously by texts. To become mediators, Mitzi's stories had to figure into the social life growing up during journal time. And so they did; Mitzi's relationships with others imbued her stories with social and evaluative meanings.
Grappling with these functional meanings was not separate from but intimately connected with figuring out discourse forms. For, as discussed in the introduction to this essay, these functions are served as writers play with discourse boundaries; authors highlight their feelings about the experienced world through manipulating its details and, through these details, eliciting readers' own feelings, thereby inviting them to share in the construction of the imaginary world. "The reader's mind is the author's box of paints" (Burt, cited in Britton, 1970, p. 116) . Indeed, both learning to read and to produce. fiction involve understanding how to negotiate boundaries between the experienced and the imagined world.
Mitzi explored this complex boundary negotiation in very literal ways. Indeed, that is the value of her case. The complex and abstract language of the literary theorist became daily dramas in the life of a child worrying about her own and others' lying in stories, worries reflected in manipulations of markers like "once-upon-a-time" and "not true." These manipulations involved bringing her own emotion-filled experiences into her texts; "once-upon-a-time" moved from framing a detestable little brother not her own, to framing one very much her own, to framing an event involving an imaginary sister who was also the subject of wavering emotional reactions.
This playing with--transforming of--experiences to highlight feelings is the essence of the evaluative function of fiction. Britton addresses this function in his discussion of the "spectator" role adopted by the story composer; he writes:
Harding has suggested that a spectator uses his freedom from the demands of participation for the purpose of evaluating experiences, and we have seen that this includes commitment to, and modification of, emotional responses. . . . To say that a spectator is able to "savour feeling as feeling" is to claim that he is more aware of its quality as feeling. Let us go further now and see that this awareness enables him, as he looks back, to perceive the sequence and arrangement of feelings--the relation for example of fear to anger and anger to pride. . . . (1970, pp. 112, 113) And later on, discussing story reading, Britton continues the theme:
Remember that in all this re-interpretation and modification, we are primarily involved with organization according to "the way I feel about things." Evaluation is central to the process. Our enjoyment of the stories of other men's lives cannot be explained simply in terms of knowing but must always have a strong element of feeling--including, "How would I have felt if that had been me." (p. 118) Of course, children first deliberately rework experiences in play. And, in the second grade, Mitzi's own attitude toward others while composing, like that of her closely observed peers, was often quite playful, as, for example, when Jenni became a wicked witch. It is play with one's friends, not reading with an adult, that most vividly prefigures the social function of fiction, the active transformations and collaborative--transactional--coming together of writers and readers, who, together, reflect upon and, perhaps, re-evaluate their feelings about themselves and others. To return one final time to Britton, The kind of reorganization of the total . . . will be predominantly re-evaluation, a modification of the way our feelings are organized. Hence the importance of the opportunity to savour feeling, of the attention to the formal arrangement of feelings, and of a use of language (as for example in poetry) in which feeling is expressed by the manipulation of linguistic forms. (p. 120)
With his comments on manipulating forms, Britton leads to the last and broadest issue, the one implicit throughout this discussion: what is the developmental relationship between function and form?
As already noted, in the literature on literacy development, function is viewed primarily as a precursor to form. If function is assumed, given a "meaningful" literacy environment (as judged by an adult), and form considered an inappropriate focus of intense direct instruction, then guiding children through process is what remains for a teacher to do. And, indeed, the "scaffolding" of process, whether of writing or reading, has been the major concern of the pedagogical writing literature, particularly that undergirded by Vygotskian theory.
And yet, in Vygotsky's words, children's knowledge of a system, like that of written language, acquires new features because of "changes in interfunctional connections and relationships" (Vygotsky, 1987, p. 299) . So, in the case of written language development, children's ways of writing change as children begin to sense new functional possibilities in their activity, functional possibilities that were previously fulfilled through other means, including drawing, playing, and talking. Children's sense of what can be accomplished through writing evolves as others respond, both playfully and critically, to their efforts. New ways of writing engender new responses--which in turn engenders the discovery of new functional possibilities for writing.
This dialectical relationship between function and form suggests that, for young school children, the critical talk during the writing process is not only talk with or modeled after that with adults (for a discussion of such talk, see Sowers, 1985) . As important may be spontaneous talk among friends about their lives, talk that may infuse their writing (for elaboration of this idea, see Dyson, 1987 ; for a moving discussion of how a teacher can promote such infusion, see McLeod, 1986) . That is, the dialectic is not only between function and form but, more broadly, between the individual and the social group within which that individual's writing figures.
Further, this gradual evolution of a literary perspective, with initial forms gradually acquiring increased functional power, should make us skeptical of references to very young children, including middle class and well-read-to children, as controlling such a perspective. A well-known example of this is the Scollons' (1981) description of their two-year-old daughter as "literate," a label they justify by analyzing the discourse features of her oral stories. Certainly children's grappling with the boundaries between the real and the imaginary will be influenced by cultural expectations for stories (Heath, 1983) ; indeed, some parents worry that children will "go from an imaginary story to a downright lie--because there's not much difference between the two" (Dunn, 1980, p. 202) . But becoming reflective about these boundary negotiations is a developmental task for all children, including middle class children (Applebee, 1978) . As Mitzi illustrated, the process of deliberately forming written worlds, a process quite different, for young children, than relatively spontaneously telling worlds (Vygotsky 1962) , reveals the confusions young writers have about what indeed is a "hypothetical" as distinct from a "real" story world or even from a lie. Viewing two-year-olds as truly controlling the discourse features of written stories seems not only developmentally inappropriate but also potentially harmful. (If some children are "literate" at two, are not others "illiterate" at two?)
